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Introduction

1.1 Overview

ReDAQ® Shape Software for the MAQ®20 Industrial Data Acquisition and Control System is Dataforth’s out-of-the-box data acquisition software which provides the easiest and most efficient development tool to create, save, and open graphical user interface projects as well as to test, process, and analyze acquired data. It can also log data to the hard drive, and copy, and delete data at run time. Simple data acquisition starts with a built-in function (e.g. scope, I/O special function and data view spreadsheet) in the Acquire and Analyze panels which can be used without setup and configuration. In addition, it takes only three easy steps to create Present panels for projects using 18 Tools for I/O control and monitoring and powerful functions like automatic control loops and timers (count-down timer, 24 hour-day timer and date/time timer), etc.

For easy data acquisition without detailed setup and configuration:

- Power the system and select the communication options from the Acquire panel.

- Click on the [Connect] or [RUN] button , then view and process the data on the Acquire and Analyze panels. The main system panel will display all installed MAQ®20 I/O modules. The status bar at the bottom of the panel provides indications of current activities including Edit Lock, Communication Status, Scan Mode, Scan Activity and Control Loop/Alarm Output Activity.
To create Present panels for application projects:

- Select Acquire panel for quick setup and click on the [Connect] button to connect to the MAQ®20 system as well as testing and acquisition of data.
- Select Analyze panel to allow data logging, real-time analysis, and data processing.
- Select Present panel to build and create custom graphical user interfaces.

After selecting a Present panel, use Tools such as Switch, Scope, LED, etc. to build a project. Open the Toolbox with the icon, select a tool, then click in the Present panel to place the tool in the project. Double click on a Tool in the Present panel to open the properties window. Change properties as desired and click the Start button to run. See Section 5 for details on creating a Present panel.
The following illustrates a Present panel project:
The ReDAQ® Shape Software for MAQ®20 offers 18 different types of Tools for building applications:

The Graph group contains:
- Chart Recorder
- Scope
- XY plot
- Discrete Waveform Graph

The Knob group contains:
- 5 styles of Knobs

The Meter group contains:
- 4 styles of Meters

The Gauge group contains:
- 6 styles of Gauges

The Tank group contains:
- 6 styles of Tanks

The Slide group contains:
- 6 styles of Slides

The Thermometer group contains:
- 6 styles of Thermometers

The NumericEdit group contains:
- 4 styles of Numeric Edit

The Switch group contains:
- 14 styles of Pushbutton, Slide, Rocker and Toggle Switches

The LED group contains:
- 4 styles of LED

The Other Controls group contains:
- Label
- Button with High Level Timer functions
- Group Box
- Picture Box
- Text Box

All the Tools are easily selected to create, move, resize, cut, copy, paste, and delete. Double click on the selection to set its properties. These Tools also support many graphical file formats, so users may use common software to create a graphical representation of a process and load it into ReDAQ® Shape Software for MAQ®20.
1.2 Developer Version and User Version

There are two versions of the software, Developer and User. The Developer version is fully functional with the capability of creating a project, configuring the Tools, and setting up the parameters of MAQ®20 COM and I/O modules. The User version can only run finished projects created using the Developer version and is for use in applications where a user does not have the ability to modify a project.

Both versions of ReDAQ® Shape Software for MAQ®20 can be installed on the same computer. Purchase of a license to operate the software enables the use of either version.

After a project is complete, it can be saved as a User project and distributed. A User project can only be run with the User version of ReDAQ® Shape Software for MAQ®20.

A ReDAQ® Shape for MAQ®20 project file has two parts:
- A projects file with extension .rsd (Developer version) or .rsu (User version). Examples are ‘project1.rsd’ or ‘project1.rsu’.
- A folder which includes all the image and text files of the project. The folder name is <project name> + ‘Images’ (Developer version) or <project name> + ‘ImagesUser’ (User version). Examples are ‘project1Images’ or ‘project1ImagesUser’.

1.3 Minimum Host Computer Requirements

Before installing ReDAQ® Shape Software for MAQ®20, verify that the host computer meets the following requirements:
- Microsoft Windows 2000/XP/Vista/Win7 operating system
- Video display – 800x600, 256 color (16-bit recommended) or higher
- Minimum of 256MB of RAM (512MB or higher recommended)
- Minimum of 400MB of free hard disk space

1.4 Installation

To install ReDAQ® Shape Software for MAQ®20, complete the following steps:
- Extract the files from the .zip file and run setup.exe.
- Follow the installation instructions in the setup program.

If the system will be used with a USB connection the USB Driver must be installed prior to connecting the system to the computer. Download the USB Driver for MAQ®20 from www.dataforth.com and follow the installation instructions.

1.5 License Unlock Code

The ReDAQ® Shape Software for MAQ®20 is available for download free of charge from the Dataforth website, www.dataforth.com. It is fully functional software and can be used for evaluation, testing and
development, but will only run for 30 minutes. Order the License Unlock Code, part number MAQ20-940, from Dataforth Corporation to enable unlimited use.

The License Unlock Code is tied to the serial number of the COM module of MAQ®20 Data Acquisition System being used. To install the License Unlock Code and hardware serial number in the software, open the Enter License Unlock Code window from the Help menu, then type or copy/paste the information into the fields provided. Up to 10 unlock codes can be entered to interface to up to 10 MAQ®20 Data Acquisition Systems. The MAQ®20 COM module serial number must have the format of a 7-digit main number followed by a 2-digit suffix. If the main number has fewer than 7-digits or the suffix has a single digit, use leading zeros to obtain the correct format. i.e. serial number 12345-6 must be entered as 0012345-06.

![Enter License Unlock Code window](image)

1.6 Related Documents

The following documents are available for download from the Dataforth Corporation website, www.dataforth.com:

- MA1036 MAQ20 Quick Start Guide
- MA1037 MAQ20 Configuration Software Tool User Manual
- MA1038 ReDAQ® Shape for MAQ®20 User Manual (this manual)
- MA1039 MAQ20 LabVIEW VI Examples User Manual (coming soon)
- MA10xx MAQ20 Hardware User Manual (I/O Module specific)
The following documents are available from Modbus IDA (www.modbus.org):

- Modbus Application Protocol Specification
- Modbus over Serial Line Specification & Implementation Guide
- Modbus Messaging on TCP/IP Implementation Guide

The following Tools and documents are available from FieldTalk (www.modbusdriver.com):

- Modbus Protocol Drivers and DLL Libraries
- FieldTalk User Manual

The following Tools and documents are available from National Instruments (www.ni.com):

- Free Modbus Protocol Drivers VI’s and Examples
- LabVIEW User Manual
- Measurement Studio User Manual

2.0 ReDAQ® Shape for MAQ®20 Integrated Development Environment

2.1 Start Window

After starting ReDAQ® Shape for MAQ®20, the setting dialog box will be displayed for selecting settings, configurations of development environment and parameters. The user can select the previous project settings [OK] or the MAQ®20 system default settings [Cancel].

The Interactive Development Environment (IDE) of ReDAQ® Shape for MAQ®20 provides a user friendly and comprehensive interface with easy to use pull down menus, convenient toolbars, and three development panels [Acquire-Analyze-Present], which provide easy methods to setup, configure and operate the MAQ®20 Data Acquisition System. Users can develop application specific interfaces, projects, and automatic control loops to process, analyze, and acquire data.
2.2 Software Menus

There are 5 main pull-down menus:

File:
- **Open new project** - Start a new project and reset Acquire, Analyze and Present panels to default settings
- **Open existing project**
- **Save project** - Save the project to a file `<filename>.rsd`. Each project also includes image files and text files in a separate folder titled `<filename>Images`.
- **Save project for user only** - Save the project to a User file `<filename>.rsu`. Each project also includes image files and text files in a separate folder titled `<filename>ImagesUser`.
- **Exit** - close ReDAQ® Shape for MAQ®20.

Edit:
- **Cut Tool** - Delete the selected Tool and send it to the clipboard
- **Copy Tool** - Copy a selected Tool and send it to the clipboard
- **Paste Tool** - Paste a Tool to a Present panel
- **Delete Tool** - Delete a Tool from a Present panel
- **Edit Lock/Unlock** - Select lock or unlock editing functions

View:
- **Present Panel** - Add or remove a Present panel
- **Acquire Panel** - Show or hide the Acquire panel
- **Analyze Panel** - Show or hide the Analyze panel
- **Toolbox** - Open or close the Toolbox

Run:
- **Start** - Setup all of the parameters of the MAQ®20 from the Acquire panel and run
- **Pause** - Keeps the parameter settings and pauses run. Click again to continue.
- **Stop** - Stop and reset all parameters

Help:
- **ReDAQ® Shape for MAQ®20 User Manual**.
- **Enter License Unlock Code**.
- **About** - ReDAQ® Shape for MAQ®20 Version

2.3 Tool Bar

There are 12 convenient tools on the tool bar:

- Open New Project
- Open Existing Project
- Save Project
- Cut
- Copy
- Paste
- Delete
- Edit Lock/Unlock
- Toolbox Open/Close
- Start
- Pause
- Stop
2.4 Panel – Select

A given project can have one Acquire panel, one Analyze panel, and up to 20 Present panels.

![Acquire Panel Table]

The Acquire and Analyze panels can be hidden or shown using the View pull down menu. The Present panels can be added, removed or renamed.

2.5 Status and Message Bar

The status and message bar is located at the bottom of the main software panel. It includes 6 types of information.

- **Edit** - Shows the edit lock/unlock status
- **Communication** - Shows the connection status and communication error messages
- **Scan mode** - Shows the current scan mode setting (Continuous or Buffer)
- **Scan interval** - Shows the current scan interval setting
- **Scan activity** - Shows start, pause, or stop activity by using a progress bar
- **Control Loop/Alarm Output activity** - Shows the Control Loop or Alarm Output activity by indicating analog channels which have reached the preset alarm condition. **None** = no channels have alarm activity.

3.0 Setup, Configure and Acquire Data in Acquire Panel

3.1 Acquire Panel

The Acquire panel provides 10 system tabs for setup, configuration, reading and writing of data from up to 10 separate MAQ®20 data acquisition systems. A system is made up of one communications module and up to 24 I/O modules.

![Acquire Panel Configuration]

Click on **[Connect]** button to start
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Before an application can be run, the system must be configured using the Acquire panel.

- Enable each system connected: Default: System 1 - Enabled. System 2 to 10 - Disabled.
- Select the communication port for each system: Ethernet, USB or Serial
  - IP Address: Default = 192.168.128.100.
  - USB: Default = Port 1.
  - Serial port baud rate: 921600, 460800, 230400, 115200, 57600, 38400, 19200, 9600, 4800, 2400. Default = 115200.
  - Parity: EVEN, NONE, and ODD. Default = EVEN.
  - Search for New Available Serial Ports: Scans the serial ports on the host computer and populates the panel with all available ports. This feature is useful if a serial port has recently been installed and the assigned Com port number is not known.
  - Select system run interval in milliseconds. Default = 100.
  - Select communications timeout. Default = 4 second.

To establish communications with the system or systems, click on the [Connect] button. The communications module for each system will automatically detect which MAQ20 I/O modules are installed (COM4, TC, V, Vout, DIO, etc.) and the software will generate a graphical representation of each system. The individual I/O modules in each system can be set up by clicking on the appropriate system tab and then on the image of the modules to open up a configuration panel specific to each I/O module type.

After setup, the Acquire panel can be hidden using the view pull down menu as follows.
NOTE WHEN USING USB COMMUNICATION TO MULTIPLE SYSTEMS:

If multiple systems are connected using USB communications, the systems will be populated in the software in the order that they are powered up. For example, the first system powered up would be assigned as System 1 and the second as System 2. Thereafter, if the host computer power is cycled or the MAQ®20 data acquisition system power is cycled, the software will re-discover the systems and again generate the system images in the software. System number assignments may remain System 1 and System 2 as previously assigned, or they may swap and become System 2 and System 1.

3.2 COM Module

To setup and configure the communications (COM) module, click on the COMx module graphic. The COM module setting panel has three tabs [Setup Modules Slot, Set COM and SD Memory Card].

- **Setup Modules Slot Tab:**

Basic information for all modules in the system is displayed at the top of the panel including model number, serial number, date code, firmware revision, and Modbus start address in the system map.

When power is applied for the first time to a system, the COM module automatically registers all I/O modules in the system. The registration sequence by slot number is displayed in the COM module configuration panel. This sequence may not match the actual physical sequence of the I/O modules in the system. To change the slot number in the software which a module is installed in, click on the row to select the module then use the [Up] and [Down] buttons to move the module to the slot number which matches the actual physical location.
Click on the [Save] button to save the changes. The system configuration is now stored in the COM module nonvolatile memory and I/O modules will be shown in the same slots for all subsequent power cycles.

- Setup COM Tab:

Communication Parameters such as Slave ID, Serial Baud Rate, Parity, IP address and Subnet mask are modified using this panel. Click on the [Save New Settings] button to store changes in the COM module nonvolatile memory. **Changes made to the communications settings do not take effect until the system power has been removed and restored.**

Real Time Clock: Click on the [Set RTC] button to edit the real time clock settings. Click on the [Set RTC] button again to send the changes to the module.
SD Memory card tab:

This tab provides a simple interface to set up data logging parameters, check the memory card size and estimated remaining space, start/stop data logging, and verify logging.

Enter the desired file name in the File Name text box. The filename must be a maximum of 7 characters, follow standard MS Windows naming convention, and have a '.txt' extension. The default filename is 'File1.txt'.

Time between logged samples is entered in the Interval input box. The minimum interval is 100 ms and the default interval is 100ms.

The number of samples to be logged from each Start Address and Address Quantity is entered in the # Samples input box. The default is 100 samples.

Data can be logged starting from up to 4 Modbus register Start Address. From each Start Address, data can be logged from up to 100 Modbus registers as specified by Address Qty. The default Start Address is 0 and default Address Qty is 12 for Address 1. Addresses 2 through 4 default to a quantity of 0 (no logging). Refer to the MA10xx MAQ®20 Hardware User Manuals for a complete listing of Modbus register addresses.

SD memory card status is checked using the Check Card/Progress button. Text next to the button will show if the card is available, card size, and data log progress.

To start logging data, click the Start Log button.

To stop logging data, click the Stop Log button.

NOTE: To retrieve data from the SD card, remove it from the system, place it in the provided USB adapter and read the card using the host computer or other appropriate system.
3.3 Analog Input Modules

The Analog Input Module configuration panel has three tabs [Setup, Scale Data and Control Loop/Alarm] that provide a simple interface to configure and collect data from analog input modules such as MAQ20-MVDN, -VSN, -VDN, -ISN, -IDN, -RMS, -RTD31, -RTD41, -BRDGN, -JTC, -KTC, -TTC, -RSTC, etc. To open the analog input module configuration panel, select the appropriate system on the Acquire panel, then click on the input module graphic in the system representation.

- **Setup tab:**

  Each channel can have a unique User Tag Name. The system automatically assigns the default tag name when the system is first connected. The format of the default tag name is:

  system number _ device name _ slot number _ channel number

  For example, in the default name 1_VDN_2_0:
  1 = System 1
  VDN = MAQ20-VDN module
  2 = module is located in system Slot 2
  0 = MAQ20-VDN channel 0

  To change the tag name, enter the new name in the User Tag Name text box for the channel. References to this channel in other panels will use this tag name.

  Current, Average, Maximum or Minimum data for each channel can be displayed. Click on the Select selection box and choose the desired data.

  Average Weight can be set independently for each channel. Use the Avg Weight selection box to set the desired value. The default setting is 4 samples.

  To reset the Maximum and Minimum value, click on the reset button of the channel.
Input Range can be set independently for each channel. Use the Input Range selection box to set the desired value. The data scale also automatically resets when the input range changes.

Control Loop or Alarm Output function for a given analog input channel is configured by selecting the desired function from the selection box. Alarms can be Tracking or Latched with High, Low, High-Low, High-High, Low-Low, or High-High Low-Low limits. Alarm limit values are set using the Control Loop / Alarm Output tab.

![Control Loop / Alarm](image)

Alarms can be reset with the Reset Latched Mode Alarm button or by assigning reset function to a Button Tool in the user project.

- **Scale Data tab:**

![Scale Data](image)
The MAQ®20 analog input values have 12-bit resolution plus sign, which equates to a full scale range of -4095 to 4095 counts. This count range can be scaled to any engineering units on a per-channel basis. By default, the analog input channels are scaled to the selected input range. For example, if an input range of -5 to +5V is selected for a given channel, then collected data for that channel is automatically scaled to -5 and +5V.

Analog input data in counts always represents the full range of the signal applied to input channel. How this data maps to actual engineering units depends on the internal mapping of the signal range to counts and on the scale setting chosen.

**Example:**
Channel 0 is connected to a sensor which outputs 0V to +5V to represent 0 to 120 MPH. Data from a channel 0 of a MAQ20-VDN input module is read. Channel 0 input range set to -5 to +5.
A data value of 0x0000 (0V) corresponds to an input of 0 MPH.
A data value of 0x0FFF (+5V) corresponds to an input of 120 MPH.

To scale the 0 to +5V input range to a linear representation of the 0 to 120MPH input range, enter the data shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel Name</th>
<th>Full Scale</th>
<th>Scale To</th>
<th>Offset</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input 0</td>
<td>-4095 to 4095 Count</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>MPH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Control Loop / Alarm tab:**

The Control Loop / Alarm tab provides a simple interface to select control loop or alarm output states of High, Low, High-High or Low-Low, as well as to configure the output active states and set the alarm limits and dead-band. The Control Loop and Alarm outputs can be mapped to any system Discrete Output channels, and/or to any system Analog Output channels.

To use the Control Loop or Alarm Output function:
1. Select the Control Loop or Alarm Output mode for analog input channels in the Setup tab.

2. Configure the channel Control Loop or Alarm Output active state, Discrete Output and/or Analog Output mapped channel, Alarm Limits and Deadband parameters in the Control Loop / Alarm Output selection box.

3.4 Analog Output Modules

The Analog Output Module configuration panel has two tabs [Setup and Scale Data] that provide a simple interface to configure and write data to analog output modules such as MAQ20-VO and -IO. To open the analog output module configuration panel, select the appropriate system on the Acquire panel, then click on the output module graphic in the system representation.
Setup tab:

Each channel can have a unique User Tag Name. The system automatically assigns the default tag name when the system is first connected. The format of the default tag name is:

system number _ device name _ slot number _ channel number

For example, in the default name 1_VO_3_0

1 = System 1
VO = MAQ20-VO module
3 = module is located in system Slot 3
0 = MAQ20-VO channel 0

To change the tag name, enter the new name in the User Tag Name text box for the channel. References to this channel in other panels will use this tag name.

Data entered in the Output Data box will be written to the analog output channels when Continuous scan mode is selected.

Default Output Data are user defined values which are the known safe analog output values in case of loss of communication from the host or accidental power cycling of the MAQ®20.

Default output values are applied to the analog output channels when:

- System power is turned on
- ReDAQ Shape Software for MAQ®20 is stopped
- Communications between the host computer and the hardware are lost

To set the default outputs, enter the desired value into the Default Output Data box, then click on the Save Default Output Setting button.

Buffer Scan Mode is used to output a specified data sequence to the output channels. To configure the buffer mode, ensure the active project is stopped, select Buffer Scan Mode and set the output interval between data point writes in milliseconds. Program the output data for each of the channels by entering the data into the Buffer Mode Output Data text box, or load the data from a text file.
Data points must be comma delimited. The last character in a sequence indicates how the data is to be output. If the last value is the character ‘S’, the output scan will stop. If the last value is the character ‘R’, the output scan will loop back to the starting point and continue to run until stopped by the user.

Output data format:
Value 1, Value 2, Value 3,...,Value n, S → Output the data sequence once, then stop.
Value 1, Value 2, Value 3,...,Value n, R → Output the data sequence continuously.

Example 1:
Analog output range set to 0 to +5V
Data = [0,1,2,3,4,5,R]
A stair step-up waveform will be output continuously.

Example 2:
Analog output range set to 0 to +5V
Data = [5,4,3,2,1,0,S]
A stair step-down, one shot waveform will be output.

To save or retrieve the programmed output data from the host computer, click on the [Save Buffer Data To File] or [Open Buffer Data From File] button.

- **Scale Data tab:**

The MAQ®20 analog output data values have 12-bit resolution, which equates to a full scale range input of 0 to 4095 counts. This count range can be scaled to any engineering units on a per-channel basis. The default output range for the voltage output module is -10V to 10V and the default scale factor is 1 which yields an output range of -10V to +10V. This mapping can be changed using the scale factor.
**Example:**
A voltage output module is configured for -10V to +10V output range
Data in counts is written Channel 0
A data value of 0x0000 corresponds to an output of -10V.
A data value of 0x0FFF corresponds to an output of +10V.
To scale the -10 to +10V output range to a linear representation of a -100°C to +300°C output range, enter the data shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Name</th>
<th>Full Scale</th>
<th>Scale To</th>
<th>Offset</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output 0</td>
<td>0 - 4095 Count</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.5 Discrete Input-Output Module

The Discrete Input-Output configuration panel has two tabs [Setup and Special Function] which provide a simple interface to configure and operate the Discrete I/O Channels and Special Functions. To open the discrete input-output module configuration panel, select the appropriate system on the Acquire panel, then click on the DIO module graphic in the system representation.

- **Setup tab:**

Each channel can have a unique User Tag Name. The system automatically assigns the default tag name when the system is first connected. The format of the default tag name is:

```
 system number _ device name _ slot number _ channel number
```

For example, in the default name `1_DIO_Out_4_0`

1 = System 1
DIO = MAQ20-DIO module
Out = Discrete Output Channel
4 = module is located in system Slot 4
0 = MAQ20-DIO channel 0
To change the tag name, enter the new name in the User Tag Name text box for the channel. References to this channel in other panels will use this tag name.

The user can view discrete input data in the DIO Status data display boxes and write discrete output data by entering a value of 0 or 1 in the Output Data boxes.

Default Output Data and Default DIO States Select are user defined values which are the known safe discrete output values in case of loss of communication from the host or accidental power cycling of the MAQ®20.

Default output values are applied to the discrete output channels when:

- System power is turned on
- ReDAQ Shape Software for MAQ®20 is stopped
- Communications between the host computer and the hardware are lost

To set the default outputs, enter the desired value into the Default Output Data box and then click on the [Save Default] button.

- **Special Function tab:**

To configure the Discrete I/O Special Functions, first ensure the active project is stopped. The Discrete Input-Output channels do not need to be configured or set with initial I/O states because the ReDAQ® Shape Software for MAQ®20 will do this automatically when a particular Special Function is chosen.
Example 1:
Frequency Generator:
- Select the Frequency Generator function in the Timer 1 block
- Enter the desired output frequency
- Set the Disarm/Arm/Enabled state to Arm
- Click the Start button.

Example 2:
Pulse/Frequency Counter:
- Select the Pulse/Frequency Counter function in the Timer 2 block
- Enter Input Polarity, Timer Gate, and Ticks per Revolution
- Set the Disarm/Arm/Enabled state to Enabled
- Using the Toolbox, insert a Button and Numeric Edit box on the Present panel.
- Double-click on the Button and Numeric Edit box to open the properties for each and connect them to the Pulse/Frequency/Counter special function
- Click the start button

The Button will start and stop the function and the Numeric Edit box will display the frequency.
4.0 Test, Process, and Analyze Data in Analyze Panel

4.1 Analyze Panel

The Analyze panel has four tabs to test, process, and analyze data from the MAQ®20 data acquisition system without any programming.

View Raw Data
View Analog Input Channels
View Discrete DIO Channels
Read / Write Modbus Registers

Once communications with the system have been configured and established, the tools on the Analyze panel can be used at any time by pressing the Start button.

The Analyze panel can be shown or hidden by making the appropriate selection from the View pull down menu.

4.2 View Raw Data

The View Raw Data tab shows data read from all analog and discrete input channels on the MAQ®20 data acquisition system regardless of whether they are configured. Data is time stamped and the display is continuously updated while the system is running. Data can be saved to a text file on the host computer for storage or later processing.
To save collected data to a file on the host computer, select ‘Enable save to file’ from the selection box. This will save raw data to a text file without units. Select ‘Enable save / unit’ if it is desired to have units on the collected data saved to the text file. Text file size is only limited by the host computer hard drive available space. The rate at which data is logged is set by the system sampling interval.

The grid display can show data with or without units or can be disabled using the selection box. The filename and path for the logged data file is shown in the box at the top of the panel. Use the Change File Name button to select a new filename. Standard MS Windows naming convention applies.

The Data Save Mode selection box allows the choice of saved data modes of Over Write, Append and Auto File Increment.

The text file shown in the in the box at the top of the panel can be opened using the Open Data File button.

To copy data to another application, first select the rows of data in spreadsheet or click the box at the top left corner of the grid to select all rows, then click on the [Copy to Clipboard] button. The data is now in the clipboard and can be pasted into other software applications which accept data in space delimited .txt format.

To delete data from the grid display, select the row or rows of data to be deleted and click on the [Delete Rows Data] button.

To delete all data in the grid display, click on the Delete All Data button.

The limit for data shown in the grid display and in the graphs on the View Analog Input Channels tab and View Discrete I/O Channels tabs is set using the Grid History Capacity box. The default setting is 10000. Once the limit is reached, data will be cleared from the grid display and graphs and will start over from 1.
4.3 View Analog Input Channels

The View Analog Input Channels tab provides graphical views of acquired data. Seven different modes are available for optimal data display:

- Fixed
- AutoScaleLoose
- AutoScaleExact
- ScopeChart
- StripChart
- AutoScaleVisibleLoose
- AutoScaleVisibleExact

- Analog input channels displayed on the graph are enabled using the Channel Select checkboxes.
- X and Y axis limits can be set using the pull down boxes.

Detail properties of the Plot, X axis, and Y axis, can be changed by selecting the top (Collection) … button for Plot, middle (Collection) … button for X axis and bottom (Collection) … button for Y axis.
4.4 View Discrete I/O Channels

The View Discrete I/O Channels tab provides a graphical view of the data for the five discrete input channels on the MAQ20-DIOx module. Data can be displayed or hidden using the +/- box at the top left corner of the plot. The horizontal hash mark in the left hand legend represents the midscale value for each channel for determination of channel low/high state.
4.5 Read / Write Modbus Registers

The Read / Write Modbus Registers tab provides a simple interface to directly read and write any Modbus register in the system. Through this interface, the user can setup, configure, test, and operate the MAQ®20 data acquisition system. The Read function can read up to 24 registers at once and the Write function can write to 12 registers at once.

For detailed information on the MAQ®20 Modbus commands, refer to MAQ®20 Hardware User Manuals specific to each module type.

To Read from the Modbus registers:

- Select the system.
- Enter the Start Address to read from and the quantity of addresses to read
- Click on the Read button.
- If the project is running, current data will be displayed each time the Read button is pressed. If the project is stopped, the last contents of the register will be displayed.
- Data displayed is the decimal value of the ASCII character.

To write to the Modbus registers:

- Select the system
- Enter the Start Address to write to and quantity of addresses to write.
- Enter the data to write using the text boxes. In each box, enter the decimal value of the ASCII character.
- Click on the Write button.
5.0 Create User Interfaces and Edit Tools in the Present Panel

5.1 Present Panel

The Present panels allow the user to create up to 20 separate projects to interface to a MAQ®20 data acquisition system, all of which can run simultaneously. Examples of interfaces include instrument panels, indicators and graphical displays for data monitoring, buttons for control, and control loops and alarms for processes. Panels are added and removed using the View pull down menu. Displays and Tools are added using the Toolbox and can be resized, moved, cut, copied, pasted, and deleted. Once an interface is developed, it is saved to a project file. Properties of the displays, Tools and Present panel can be modified by double clicking on the item.

The graphic below shows an example of a Present panel which has been set up with a custom background and a dial gauge to display scaled data from an analog input channel.

To start editing in a Present panel, first verify the Edit: Lock/Unlock status on the bottom left corner of the panel.

![Edit: Unlocked]
To lock or unlock Panel editing, click on the Lock/Unlock button on the toolbar, or select Edit Lock/Unlock from the Edit pull down menu.

Present panel appearance can be customized for a given application. Plant schematic drawings, images or pictures can be used as background and the panel name can be changed.

To setup the properties of Present panel, double click on a blank area in the panel and the Present_Panel_Properties window will appear.

There are 7 categories in the Present panel properties:

- Accessibility
- Appearance
- Behavior
- Data
- Focus
- Layout
- Miscellaneous

Only Appearance properties can be changed. All others are fixed.

The Present panel name is found in the Text field and can be changed by highlighting the field and entering the desired text. Font and foreground colors are configured using the appropriate fields.

A custom background image can be loaded by clicking on the background image box and selecting the image from the host computer. All common image formats are accepted. Background image variable parameters are none, tile, center, stretch, or zoom. To delete the background image, click on the delete button.
5.2 Toolbox Usage

The Toolbox contains 18 different Tools, many of which have several different styles. To open or close the toolbox window, click on the toolbox icon or select Toolbox from the View pull down menu.

To select different tools, use the tools scroll bar at the top of the window.

To select a Tool, click on the image of the Tool and it will be highlighted.

To add a Tool on the Present panel, position the mouse pointer on Present panel location where the tool is to be placed, click the left mouse button to place the tool, hold the mouse button and drag to establish the desired size of the Tool.

To reposition the Tool, click and hold the left mouse button on the Tool and drag it to the desired position.

To resize the Tool, click and hold the right mouse button on the Tool and drag to the desired size.

To setup the Tool properties, double click on the Tool and edit the appropriate fields in the properties window.

To cut, copy, paste, or delete a Tool, select the Tool by clicking on it, then click on the Cut, Copy, Paste or Delete icons at the top of the window or select Cut, Copy, Paste or Delete from the Edit pull down menu.
5.3 Toolbox Tools

ReDAQ® Shape Software for MAQ®20 offers 18 different types of Tools for building applications:

The Graph group contains:
- Chart Recorder
- Scope
- XY plot
- Discrete Waveform Graph

The Knob group contains:
- 5 styles of Knobs

The Meter group contains:
- 4 styles of Meters

The Gauge group contains:
- 6 styles of Gauges

The Tank group contains:
- 6 styles of Tanks

The Slide group contains:
- 6 styles of Slides

The Thermometer group contains:
- 6 styles of Thermometers

The NumericEdit group contains:
- 4 styles of Numeric Edit

The Switch group contains:
- 14 styles of Pushbutton, Slide, Rocker and Toggle Switches

The LED group contains:
- 4 styles of LED

The Other Tools group contains:
- Label
- Button with High Level Timer functions
- Group Box
- Picture Box
- Text Box

These Tools are based on Controls found in Microsoft Visual Studio or National Instrument's Measurement Studio™. If more detailed information is required on the Control properties, refer to the appropriate Microsoft or National Instruments User Manuals.

Each project created within the ReDAQ® Shape Software for MAQ®20 can have up to 12 Tools with high level functions, inclusive of (Chart Recorder, Scope, XY Plot and Discrete Waveform Graph) and up to 40 Tools of all other types.
All of the Tools can easily be selected from the Toolbox and inserted into a project. From there they can be moved, resized, cut, copied, pasted or deleted using simple point and click operations. Double clicking on a given Tool will open the properties window for the Tool where detailed settings can be changed.

The Properties window for a Tool is separated into two parts:

The left pane of the property window is where detailed properties such as background, name, font, style, color, scale, and layout can be modified. The right pane has a pull down selection box where inputs or outputs for the Tool are selected. Some of the Tools, such as Picture Box, Text Box, Group Box and Label do not have an input/output select box in their property window because they are used only as graphic or text displays.

In the example shown above, the pull down selection box will show the following default tag names:

If 1_VDN_2_0 is selected for the input to the Tank Tool shown above, the tank will display the System 1 MAQ20-VDN module analog input channel 0.

If the default tag names are changed, the new tag names will appear in the Tool properties window.
5.3.1 Chart Recorder Tool

The Chart Recorder Tool displays data from analog input channels in the MAQ®20 data acquisition system. Data can be displayed from multiple channels in multiple modules simultaneously.

To change the Chart Recorder Tool properties, double click on the device to open the Properties window. Only the Appearance, Behavior, Graph and Layout categories contain parameters that are useful to modify when interfacing to the MAQ®20.

- Choose the analog input channels to display in the Chart Recorder Tool by using the checkboxes in the Channel Select area of the Properties window.
5.3.2 Scope Tool

The Scope Tool displays data from analog input channels in the MAQ®20 data acquisition system. Data can be displayed from multiple channels in multiple modules simultaneously.

To change the Scope Tool properties, double click on the device to open the Properties window. Only the Appearance, Behavior, Graph and Layout categories contain parameters that are useful to modify when interfacing to the MAQ®20.

- Choose the analog input channels to display in the Scope Tool by using the checkboxes in the Channel Select area of the Properties window.
5.3.3 XY Plot Tool

The XY Plot Tool can display data from analog input channels in the MAQ®20 data acquisition system. Any channel can be chosen for the X-axis and Y-axis. The number of samples to display can be specified. Once the number of samples to display has been exceeded, the display will refresh and the prior data will be erased.

To change the XY Plot Tool properties, double click on the device to open the Properties window. Only the Appearance, Behavior, Layout and Scale categories contain parameters that are useful to modify when interfacing to the MAQ®20.

- Assign the analog input channel for the X-axis of the display in the XY Plot Tool by using the X CH Select pull down selection box.
- Assign the analog input channel for the Y-axis of the display in the XY Plot Tool by using the Y CH Select pull down selection box.
- Specify the number of samples to display in the XY Plot Tool before refresh by entering the number in the Plot Samples box.
5.3.4 Discrete Waveform Graph Tool

The Discrete Waveform Graph Tool displays the data for discrete input channels in the MAQ®20 data acquisition system. The X-axis represents the number of samples collected from the system and is shown at the top of the display and the Y axis shows the logic states 0 or 1 for the channels. Data can be displayed or hidden using the +/- box at the top left corner of the plot. The horizontal hash mark in the left hand legend represents the midscale value for each channel for determination of channel low/high state.

To change the Discrete Waveform Graph Tool properties, double click on the device to open the Properties window. Only the Appearance, Graph, Layout and Scroll Bar categories contain parameters that are useful to modify when interfacing to the MAQ®20.
5.3.5 Knob Tool

The Knob Tool outputs data to analog output channels in the MAQ®20 data acquisition system.

To change the Knob Tool properties, double click on the device to open the Properties window. Only the Appearance, Behavior, Layout and Scale categories contain parameters that are useful to modify when interfacing to the MAQ®20.

- Assign the analog output channel to send data to with the Knob Tool by using the Knob Output pull down selection box.
5.3.6 Meter Tool

The Meter Tool displays data from analog input channels in the MAQ®20 data acquisition system.

To change the Meter Tool properties, double click on the device to open the Properties window. Only the Appearance, Behavior, Layout and Scale categories contain parameters that are useful to modify when interfacing to the MAQ®20.

- Assign the analog input channel to display in the Meter Tool by using the Meter Input pull down selection box.

![Meter Tool with properties window]
5.3.7 Gauge Tool

The Gauge Tool displays data from analog input channels in the MAQ®20 data acquisition system.

To change the Gauge Tool properties, double click on the device to open the Properties window. Only the Appearance, Behavior, Layout and Scale categories contain parameters that are useful to modify when interfacing to the MAQ®20.

- Assign the analog input channel to display in the Gauge Tool by using the Gauge Input pull down selection box.
5.3.8 Tank Tool

The Tank Tool displays data from analog input channels in the MAQ®20 data acquisition system.

To change the Tank Tool properties, double click on the device to open the Properties window. Only the Appearance, Behavior, Layout and Scale categories contain parameters that are useful to modify when interfacing to the MAQ®20.

- Assign the analog input channel to display in the Tank Tool by using the Tank Input pull down selection box.
5.3.9 Slide Tool

The Slide Tool performs both input and output functions for analog I/O channels in the MAQ®20 data acquisition system. If an analog input channel is assigned to the Tool, the slide position represents the analog input channel reading. If an analog output channel is assigned to the Tool, moving the slide will generate a scaled output to the assigned analog output channel.

To change the Slide Tool properties, double click on the device to open the Properties window. Only the Appearance, Behavior, Layout and Scale categories contain parameters that are useful to modify when interfacing to the MAQ®20.

- Assign the analog I/O channel to in the Slide Tool by using the Slide Input/Output pull down selection box.
5.3.10 Thermometer Tool

The Thermometer Tool displays data from analog input channels in the MAQ®20 data acquisition system.

To change the Thermometer Tool properties, double click on the device to open the Properties window. Only the Appearance, Behavior, Layout and Scale categories contain parameters that are useful to modify when interfacing to the MAQ®20.

- Assign the analog input channel to display in the Thermometer Tool by using the Thermometer Input pull down selection box.
5.3.11 Numeric Edit Tool

The Numeric Edit Tool performs both input and output functions for analog I/O channels and for discrete I/O channel special functions in the MAQ®20 data acquisition system. If an analog input channel is assigned to the Tool, it will display the analog input channel reading. If an analog output channel is assigned to the Tool data entered in the numeric edit box will be output to the assigned analog output channel. Another option is to assign the Numeric Input/Output to one of the discrete I/O channel special functions. Options are; Frequency, Pulse, Event, Duty Cycle, Period, Low Time, Width, Average, and Maximum or Minimum special functions either on Timer 1 or Timer 2. When this assignment is made, the Numeric Edit Tool will either display data from a special function such as frequency or counts, or can be used as input to a special function such as PWM Generation or One-Shot Pulse. For more information on discrete I/O special functions, refer to the MAQ®20 Hardware User Manual for the DIOx module.

To change the Numeric Edit Tool properties, double click on the device to open the Properties window. Only the Appearance, Layout, and Behavior categories contain parameters that are useful to modify when interfacing to the MAQ®20.

A Numeric Edit Tool property of interest is FormatMode under the Behavior category. Clicking on this allows the user to change the numeric format to Binary, Engineering, Generic, Hexadecimal, Scientific, or SimpleDouble.

- Assign the analog I/O channel or discrete I/O channel special function to the Numeric Edit Tool using the Numeric Input/Output pull down selection box.
5.3.12 Switch Tool

The Switch Tool is a multiple output device that can have up to four outputs which can each be set up with the following functions:

- Set discrete output, channels, to 1 = On or 0 = Off.
- Set analog output channels to a preset, non-zero value of 1 = On or 0 = Off.

The Switch Tool can be configured to one of three Switch Types: On / Off, On Only, or Off Only.

For example, to use one switch as an On function and another as an Off function, set one as Switch Type On Only and the other as Switch Type Off Only, then connect them to the same discrete or analog output channel.

To change the Switch Tool properties, double click on the Switch to open the Properties window. Only the Appearance and Layout categories contain parameters that are useful to modify when interfacing to the MAQ®20.

- A single Switch Tool can connect to up to four outputs. To select the Switch output function, first select Out 1 through Out 4, then choose the channel to Tool from the Switch Output selection box. The default setting is Out 1 set to DIO0 and Out 2, Out 3 and Out 4 set to Close.
- One of three button output types are selected using the Switch Type selection box.
- The preset the value to output from an Analog Output channel is entered into the Analog Output Value box. The default setting is 2.5V.
5.3.13 LED Tool

The LED indicator Tool can be used to monitor discrete input channels or analog input channels. A discrete input channel value of 1 turns the LED on and a value of 0 turns the LED off. An analog input channel value greater than a user selected preset value turns the LED on and a value less than the preset value turns the LED off. Multiple LED’s can be connected to the same digital or analog input channel.

To use an LED in a project, select it from the Toolbox and place it on the Present panel. Select the input channel to monitor from the LED Input selection box. If the LED is to be assigned to an analog input channel, enter the preset value which represents the ‘On’ state in the AI on value box. To change the size, adjust the text font under the Font heading in the Properties box.

Double click on the LED to open the Properties box. Only the Appearance and Layout categories contain parameters that are useful to modify when interfacing to the MAQ®20.

Example 1:
Place three separate LED Tools on the Present panel. Connect the input for each of the three LEDs to analog input channel 1_VDN_1_0. For LED #1, enter a preset AI on value of 1.0 For LED #2, enter a preset AI on value of 2.0 For LED #3, enter a preset AI on value of 3.0

As the input to channel 1_VDN_1_0 increases, LED #1 will turn on when the 1_VDN_1_0 reading exceeds 1.0V, LED #2 will turn on when the 1_VDN_1_0 reading exceeds 2.0V, and LED #3 will turn on when the 1_VDN_1_0 reading exceeds 3.0V.

As the input to channel 1_VDN_1_0, LED #3 will turn off when the 1_VDN_1_0 reading is equal to or less than 3.0V, LED #2 will turn off when the 1_VDN_1_0 reading is equal to or less than 2.0V, and LED #1 will turn off when the 1_VDN_1_0 reading is equal to or less than 1.0V.
5.3.14 Label Tool

The Label Tool allows creation of short text labels which can be placed anywhere on the Present panel to document, notate or clarify a project. To use a Label, select it from the Toolbox and place it on the Present panel. Default text for the Label is ‘Label’. To modify this, double click the box to open the Properties box, then, under the Appearance heading and Text item, enter the desired text. The Label Tool cannot be resized by right clicking and dragging as for other Tools. To change the size, adjust the text font under the Font heading in the Properties box.
5.3.15 Button Tool and High Level Timer Functions

The Button Tool is a multiple output device that can have up to four outputs which can each be set up with the following functions:

- Set discrete output channels to 1 = On or 0 = Off.
- Set analog output channels to a preset, non-zero value = On or to 0 = Off.
- Reset alarm latched mode.
- Timer1 and/or Timer2 arm/disarm.
- Timer start/stop for countdown timer, 24 hour timer and date/time timer.

The Button Tool can have Button Type On / Off, On Only or Off Only.

For example, to use one button as an On function and another as an Off function, set one as Button Type On Only and the other as Button Type Off Only, then connect them to the same discrete or analog output channel.

To change the Button Tool properties, double click on the Button to open the Properties window. Only Appearance and Layout categories contain parameters that are useful to modify when interfacing to the MAQ®20.

- A single Button Tool can control up to four outputs. To select the Button output function, first select Out 1 through Out 4, then choose the channel to control from the Button Output selection box. The default setting is Out 1 set to \texttt{x VO \_y 0} and Out 2, Out 3 and Out 4 set to Close.
- One of three button output types are selected using the Button Type selection box.
- The preset the value to output from an Analog Output channel is entered into the Analog Output Value box. The default setting is 2.5V.

- The MAQ®20 has several high level timer functions accessed through the Button Tool. To enable the Timer, select the desired timer function then configure up to 10 consecutive events by choosing On, Off, Stop or Loop from the Event pull down box. For each Event, if the Count Down Timer is being used, enter data in the Hour/Min/Sec pull down boxes and if the Date / Time Timer is being used, enter data in the Date / Time pull down boxes. When a timer function starts, the first event is executed, then the first timer starts, then execution continues through the remaining configured events. Event Loop routes execution back to the first event and Event Stop stops the timer function.
Count down timer operation:
When the Switch is turned on, the first event is executed and then the first countdown sequence starts. When the count is zero, execution continues with the next configured event and timer and this sequence will continue until all configured events are finished.

Example 1:
A Count Down timer output starts at Event On, counts down to 1:10:30 then turns Off. Configure a discrete I/O channel to output and set the initial data to 0, or configure an analog output channel with preset data of 0. Configure the timer as below:

Example 2:
A countdown timer output starts at Event Off, counts down 30 sec then turns On for 10 minutes. Configure a discrete I/O channel to output and set the initial data to 0, or configure an analog output channel with preset data of 0. Configure the timer as below:

Example 3:
A countdown timer output starts at Event Off, counts down 10 sec then turns On for 30 seconds and repeats. Configure a discrete I/O channel to output and set the initial data to 0, or configure an analog output channel with preset data of 0. Configure the timer as below:
24-hour day timer operation:
When the switch is turned on, the first event is executed, then the first 24-hour timer starts. When the system time matches the programmed time, execution continues with the next configured event and timer and this sequence will continue until all configured events are finished.

Example 1:
A 24 Hour Day timer output starts at Event Off at 8:30:00 AM. At 9:00:00 AM it turns On. Next at 4:30:00 PM the timer output turns Off and at 5:00:00 PM it turns On. Finally, at 6:00:00 PM the timer output turns Off and the process repeats.

Configure a discrete I/O channel to output and set the initial data to 0, or configure an analog output channel with preset data of 0. Configure the timer as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>H / M / S</th>
<th>Date / Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>8:30:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>9:00:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>4:30:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>5:00:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>6:00:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>12:00:00 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Date/time timer operation:
When the switch is turned on the first Date / Time timer starts. When the system date and time matches the programmed Date / Time the first event is executed then execution continues with the next configured event and timer and this sequence will continue until all configured events are finished. To terminate the timer, the last Event needs to be set to Stop.

Example 1:
A Date / Time timer output starts at Event Off at 8:30:00 AM, Sunday April 18, 2010. The timer output turns On at 9:00:00 AM, Monday April 19, 2010, and then it turns Off.

Configure a discrete I/O channel to output and set the initial data to 0 or configure an analog output channel with preset data of 0. Set the timer as below:
5.3.16 Group Box Tool

The Group Box Tool is used to draw a box around a group of Tools on the Present panel. It does not affect interaction between Tools or project execution. To use a Group Box, select it from the Toolbox and place it on the Present panel. Once placed, the box can be resized to encompass any of the Tools placed in a project. If desired, Group Box properties can be modified by double clicking the box and opening the Properties box.
5.3.17 Picture Box Tool

The Picture Box Tool can be used to display any type of image file on the Present panel, including photographs of objects or graphs and plots. All common formats are supported. To open an image file, select the Picture Box Tool from the Toolbox and place it on the Present panel. Next, double click the item to open the Properties box. Image selection is made under the Appearance heading and Image item.
5.3.18 Text Box Tool

The Text Box Tool places a box on the Present panel where notes or instructions can be written. To use a Text Box, select it from the Toolbox and place it on the Present panel. Once placed, text can be added by placing the cursor in the Text Box and typing. If desired, Text Box properties can be modified by double clicking the box and opening the Properties box.
6.0 Quick Start Examples

6.1 Closed Loop Control

This closed loop control example demonstrates the implementation of a “bang-bang” temperature controller. It sets the temperature of a material to 75°C with a dead band of 2°C. The controller uses a discrete output channel to turn on a heater when the process first starts. When the temperature of the material reaches 75°C, the heater will turn off. Once the temperature cools down to 73°C, the heater will turn on again. As long as the process is running, temperature “bang-bang” control will keep the temperature of the material between 73 and 75°C.

Step 1: Install a J-Type Thermocouple Input Module [MAQ20-JTC] configured with -100°C to +199°C in analog input channel 0, 1_JTC_1_0, to monitor the temperature. Install a Discrete I/O Module [MAQ20-DIOL] module for output.

The ReDAQ Shape Software for MAQ®20 will automatically set up the scale and units for the JTC module on the Scale Data tab.

Step 2: On the Analyze Panel, Analog Input [AI] tab, set the Control Loop / Alarm Output to Tracking H (tracking mode and high alarm).

The software will jump to Control Loop / Alarm Output tab to allow the output limit parameters to be set.

Step 3: In the Control Loop / Alarm Output tab, set the following parameters:

Config: Active L (Tool output active low)
Output to Channel 1_DIO_Out_4_0 (Discrete output channel 0 controls the heater)
High Limit 75 (75°C high limit)
High Deadband 2 (2°C deadband)
Step 4: Using the Present panel:
- Select a Thermometer Tool from the Toolbox to monitor the material temperature and place it on the panel. Open the Properties window of the Tool and set the range of the Tool to 0-100°C using the Scale category of the Properties window and assign analog input channel 1_JTC_1_0 to the Tool using the Thermometer Input pull down selection box.
- Select an LED Tool from the Toolbox to monitor the 1_DIO_Out_4_0 output and place it on the panel. Open the Properties window of the Tool and enter the caption “Set: 75°C” in the Appearance category.
- Select a Label Tool from the Toolbox to make a title for the project and place it on the panel. Open the Properties window of the Tool and enter “Example: A “bang-bang” temperature controller” in the Appearance category.

Step 5: Set up the Acquire panel, Communications tab parameters to match the settings on the MAQ®20 data acquisition system and on the host computer. This includes System, Slave ID, choice of TCP/IP or Serial communications, IP address, Port Name, Baud Rate and Parity.

Connect a J-Type thermocouple to channel 0 of the MAQ20-JTC module. Affix the thermocouple to the material for which the temperature is to be controlled. Connect the MAQ20-DIOL discrete output channel to an appropriate active low switch. Connect the switch and power to a heater. Place the heater in contact with the material. Check all connections, then click Start to run the controller.
6.2 Demonstration Projects

The ReDAQ Shape Software for MAQ®20 download comes with 9 demonstration projects which show how to use the many available Tools. These projects are located in the ReDAQ Shape Software for MAQ®20 base file folders for both the Developer and User versions which have default locations and names of \Dataforth\MAQ20\ReDAQ Shape MAQ20 Vx.xx Developer and \Dataforth\MAQ20\ReDAQ Shape MAQ20 Vx.xx User respectively. Project filenames are <filename>.rsd for the Developer Version and <filename>.rsu for the User version. To run a project, start the Developer or User version of ReDAQ Shape Software for MAQ®20, then select and open the project from the directory above. Next, set the Acquire -> Communications tab parameters to match the settings on the MAQ®20 and on the host computer. This includes System, Slave ID, choice of TCP/IP or Serial communications, IP address, Port Name, Baud Rate and Parity. Press the Start icon and the project will run. All projects are interactive so the user can adjust inputs on the MAQ®20 and force change on the project display as well as provide input from the project panel and force change on the MAQ®20 hardware.

The Demonstration Projects are summarized below:

6.2.1 Demonstration Project #1: Button and Meter Tool Interface to I/O Channels

- Filename Demo_Button.rsd or Demo_Button.rsu
- 8 Button Tools are connected to discrete output channels. Clicking on the buttons in the project will turn the discrete output channels on and off.
- An LED Tool above each button on the project shows the state of each output.
- The Button Tool with the graphic image connects to analog output channel. The preset output value is 2.5V. When the button is pressed, the default output value is sent to the output channel. The preset value will be output to the field side terminal blocks.
- A Meter Tool is assigned to an analog input channel. Wire the output of analog output channel to the input of analog input channel. The Meter will now show the value of the output channel.
6.2.2 Demonstration Project #2: Gauge Tool Interface to Input Channel

- Filename Demo_Gauge.rsd or Demo_Gauge.rsu
- A Gauge Tool is assigned to analog input channel.
- The output of an analog channel has been scaled to 0 – 120 and the Gauge Tool has also been scaled to 0 – 120.
- Apply a voltage of 0-5V to the input of channel. The Gauge Tool will show the respective speed.
6.2.3 Demonstration Project #3: NumericEdit Tool Interface to Input Channel

- Filename Demo_NumericEdit.rsd or Demo_NumericEdit.rsu
- A NumericEdit Tool is assigned to an analog input channel.
- Apply a voltage of 0-5V to the input of channel. The NumericEdit Tool will display the channel output.
6.2.4 Demonstration Project #4: Scope Tool Driven by Output Channels

- Filename Demo_Scope.rsd or Demo_Scope.rsu
- A Scope Tool is configured for horizontal scale 0-100 samples and vertical scale 0-5V.
- Analog input channels 0 and 1 are assigned to the Tool.
- Connect a MAQ20-VO module Channel 0 output to a MAQ20-VDN module Channel 0 input and also connect the MAQ20-VO module Channel 1 output to the MAQ20-VDN module Channel 1 input.
- Configure the analog output module to output pre-programmed sine waveform data from channel 0 and cosine waveform data from channel 1.
- The Scope Tool will display the sine and cosine waveforms.
6.2.5 Demonstration Project #5: Tank Tool and Control Loop Feature

- Filename Demo_Tank.rsd or Demo_Tank.rsu
- This project uses closed loop control to fill a tank.
- Analog input channel 0 is connected to a low level limit sensor and analog input channel 1 is connected to a high level limit sensor.
- Analog input channel 0 is set for Control Loop, Tracking L, Low Limit 1.45V and Low Deadband 0. Analog input channel 1 is set for Control Loop, Tracking H, High Limit 3.75V and High Deadband 0.
- Analog input channel 0 Control Loop configuration is set to Active H and mapped to discrete output channel DIO 0. Analog input channel 1 Control Loop configuration is set to Active H and mapped to discrete output channel DIO 1.
- Two LED Tools monitor the low and high limits. The On LED is assigned to channel 0 and the Off LED is assigned to channel 1.
- The Button Tool in the center turns a discrete output channel on and off and represents a pump used to drain the tank. The LED Tool above the button indicates channel state.
- The Button Tool in the top left corner turns another discrete output channel on and off and represents a pump used to fill the tank.
- The Picture Box Tool has been used to show the plant schematic drawing which was created with MS Paint.
6.2.6 Demonstration Project #6: Thermometer Tool

- File name Demo_Thermometer.rsd or Demo_Thermometer.rsu
- The Present panel has been configured to use a map of the Tucson, AZ area as the background image.
- Five Thermometer Tools have been placed in different suburban areas of the city. Each of the Tools has been assigned to a MAQ20-xTC input channel 0.
- The output of channel 0 has been scaled to 0 - 100°C and the scale of each of the Thermometer Tools has also been set to 0 - 100°C.
6.2.7 Demonstration Project #7: Graph Tool And LED Tool For Discrete I/O

- Filename Demo_Timer.rsd or Demo_Timer.rsu
- This project shows the use of the Graph Tool and the high level ‘Timer’ Discrete I/O Special Function.
- The Discrete [DIOx] Settings have been configured to setup both Timer 0 and Timer 1 for PWM Generation.
- Timer 1 output is mapped to discrete output channels for PWM1. Timer 2 output is mapped to discrete output channels for PWM2.
- Four LED Tools are configured to monitor the discrete I/O channel states.
- The Discrete Waveform Graph Tool displays the PWM Generator activity.
6.2.8 Demonstration Project #8: XY Plot Tool Interface to Output Channels

- Filename Demo_xyplot.rsd or Demo_xyplot.rsu
- The XY Plot Tool has been configured with analog input channel 0 as X-axis input and analog input channel 1 as Y-axis input and has been scaled accordingly. The display will reset every 90 samples.
- A Chart Recorder Tool has been configured to display analog input channels 0 and 1 and has been scaled accordingly.
- An analog output module is configured to output pre-programmed sine waveform data to output channel 0 and cosine waveform data to output channel 1.
- Analog output channel 0 is connected to analog input channel 0 and analog output channel 1 is connected to analog input channel 1.
- The XY Plot Tool shows the relationship between the analog output channel 0 and channel 1 signals.
6.2.9 Demonstration Project #9: Process Simulator

- A Process Simulator has been developed to demonstrate the power features of the MAQ®20 data acquisition system and the ease of use of the ReDAQ® Shape Software for the MAQ®20.
- Filename Process Simulator.rsd or Process Simulator.rsu
- Contact the factory to obtain a demonstration system comprised of a MAQ®20 data acquisition system connected to the Process Simulator.
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